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Abstract.  Mechanical properties of Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C composites prepared through powder 

metallurgy are estimated up to 50% Al2O3 and 35% B4C weight fractions using micromechanics 

models and experiments. The experimental Young’s modulus up to 0.40 weight fraction of ceramic is 

found to lie closely between Ravichandran’s/Hashin-Shtrikman lower/upper bounds, and close to self 

consistent method/Miller and Lannutti method/modified rule of mixture/fuzzy logic method single 

value predictions. Measured Poisson’s ratio lies between rule of mixture/Ravichandran lower and upper 

bound/modified Ravichandran upper bounds. Experimental Charpy energy lies between Hopkin-chamis 

method/equivalent charpy energy/Ravichandran lower limit up to 20%, and close to the reciprocal rule 

of mixture for higher Al2O3 content. Rockwell hardness (RB) and Micro-hardness of Al/Al2O3 are 

closer to modified rule of mixture predictions. 
 

Keywords:  mechanical properties; hardness; micro-mechanics; powder processing; functionally 

graded material 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are the advanced materials in the family of engineering 

composites made of two or more constituent phases with continuous and smoothly varying 

composition usually in thickness direction to reduce in-plane and through-the thickness transverse 

shear stresses, thermo-elastic property mismatch and to improve bi-material bonding, mechanical 

integrity and fracture toughness as compared to bi-materials. FGMs can be fabricated by mixing 

ceramic and metal or any combination of different metals using various techniques such as 

physical vapor deposition, chemical vapor deposition, plasma spraying method, infiltration 

techniques, powder metallurgy, solid free form, selective processing, buoyancy-assisted casting 

and diffusion etc. In the present study, powder metallurgy (PM) technique is used to fabricate 

Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C FGMs due to its superior performance for making metal/ceramic FGMs and 

cost effectiveness. Al has compatibility with other materials for instance, Aluminium is added with 

lower density material Mg (Mahendran et al. 2012), with Ti to form TiAl (Kothari et al. 2012), 
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with Ni (Srivatsan et al. 2012). Alumina has compatibility with materials such as NiAl having 

higher density (Chmielewski et al. 2014). Composites and FGMs of Al/Al2O3 have advantage of 

complete thermodynamic compatibility and don’t exhibit solubility of one phase to another 

resulting in strong interfacial bonding
 
(Dalgleish et al. 1998).

 
They are widely used for high 

performance applications such as automotive, military (Ezatpour et al. 2013), aerospace, 

engineering structures, geotechnical sector (Chegenizadeh et al. 2014), Aerospace engines, 

computer circuit boards, re-entry vehicles, nuclear components and other engineering application 

due to improved physical and mechanical properties. 

FGM properties can be obtained using: (i) Theoretical models in which mechanical properties 

vary exponentially or linearly or logarithmic or power law with position, (ii) Micromechanics 

techniques, (iii) Experimental techniques in which variation of properties may be determined by 

testing of Non-FGM specimens with a range of compositions. Many micromechanics techniques 

are available in the literature to predict the elastic constants of composites and functionally graded 

materials (Sajjadi et al. 2013). These techniques can be divided into two categories namely, the 

one predicting upper and lower bounds such as Ravichandran’s bounds
 
(Hsieh et al. 2004, Hsieh 

and Tuan 2005, 2006, Ravichandran et al. 1994), Modified unit cell model (Hsieh and Tuan 2005) 

and Hashin-Shtrikman (H-S) bounds
 
(Joseph 1995, Hashin et al. 1963, Zimmerman 1992, Hsieh et 

al. 2005). Subsequently, H-S bound was modified to include the effect of microstructure and 

interconnectivity of the phases at the interface by modifying volume fraction to be of exponential 

form for bulk modulus, while for shear modulus, it appears as nonlinear third order form 

(Upadhyay et al. 2012) The techniques which predict single values of the elastic properties of two-

phase materials such as Self consistent model (SCM) (Joseph 1995, Hill 1965), Modified rule of 

mixture (MROM) (Tamura et al. 1973, Kapuria et al. 2008), Mori Tanaka Method (MTM), 

(Budiansky 1965, Mori and Tanaka 1973), Wakashima and Tsukamoto (WTM), (Budiansky 

1987), Kerner method (KM) (Joseph 1995, Wakashima and Tsukmoto 1990), Fuzzy Logic Method 

(FLM) (Sasaki et al. 1989, Hirano et al. 1990), Miller and Lannutti method (MLM) (Hirano et al. 

1991, Miller et al. 1993), Hopkin-Chamis method (HCM) (Gibson 1994), and Coherent Potential 

Approximation (CPA) (Nan et al. 1993) etc. Kim and Muliana 2010 studied rate independent and 

inelastic behaviour for hybrid composites using combined Schapery’s viscoelastic integral model 

and Valenis’s endochronic viscoplastic model. Subsequently, Kim et al. (2011) used multiscale 

approach to predict the elastic properties of nanoparticle reinforced polymer composite using the 

ensemble-volume average method and the MD simulation. Phabhu et al. (2015) studied synergistic 

effect of clay and polypropylene based ternary hybrid composite.  

The comparison of micromechanics predictions with experiments for a range of functionally 

graded materials is limited. Rousseau and Tippur (2002)
 
studied variation of elastic properties of 

A-glass/Epoxy FGM samples up to 52% volume fraction of A-glass fabricated using gravity 

casting technique. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, measured using ultrasonic pulse-

echo and beam deflection methods, were closer to Mori-Tanaka method (MTM) (Joseph 1995, 

Budiansky 1965, Mori and Tanaka 1973) compared to Halpin-Tsai micromechanics techniques. 

Tilbrook et al. (2005) used reciprocal rule of mixture (RROM), H-S bounds, Tuchinskii unit cell 

upper and lower bounds and effective medium approximation (EMA) micromechanics approaches 

to compare with the elastic properties measured using Impulse excitation technique for Alumina-

Epoxy FGM samples for epoxy volume fraction varying from 5 to 50% and was found that the 

Young’s modulus increases with the percentage of Alumina and EMA technique predicted the 

elastic properties of the two phase composite with interpenetrating network accurately. 

Castro et al. (2002)
 
studied the variation of Young’s modulus measured using tensile test as per 
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ASTM-E-8 of A359/SiCp composite fabricated using centrifugal casting and compared the 

measured values with the Self Consistent Method (SCM) for full volume fraction range. It was 

shown that the Young’s modulus and Rockwell hardness increase with the increase in SiCp volume 

fraction as expected. Atri et al. (1999) evaluated the elastic properties of Ti, TiB and TiB2 

composite samples using Impulse excitation technique. The experimental values of Young’s 

modulus for different volume fractions of TiB were found to lie between Voigt and Reuss bound 

but deviated from those predicted using Halpin-Tsai (HT) and Hopkins-Chamis (HC) methods. 

The variation of Poisson’s ratio closely followed the rule of mixture prediction.  

The elastic properties of Al2O3-NiAl for NiAl volume fraction from 0 to 100%, SiC-Al 

composite up to 74% SiC volume fraction, Glass-W systems in the range of 50-90% of glass and 

WC-Co system for Co from 50-98% composite samples fabricated using powder metallurgy were 

measured using ultrasonic technique by Hsieh et al. (2004), Hsieh and Tuan (2005), Hsieh et al. 

(2006)
 
and were found to be within Voigt -Reuss bounds and closer to H-S lower bound. Gaharwar 

and Umashankar (2014) and Ezatpour et al. (2013)
 
fabricated Al/Al2O3 composites of 3, 5, 7 and 

10% Al2O3 volume fraction using powder metallurgy and stir casting process, respectively, and 

experimentally evaluated density, electrical conductivity, strength and hardness.  

It can be concluded from the above literature review that the mechanical properties of a number 

of MMCs were evaluated experimentally and compared with the micromechanics predictions. 

However, the studies on Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C composites are limited up to 10 % weight fraction of 

ceramic, and further, there are no comparative studies of experimental and predicted elastic 

properties of these composites. Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C composites are widely used for high 

performance applications such as automotive, military (armour plate and bullet proof jackets), 

aerospace and electricity industries due to their high specific strength/stiffness, wear and 

environmental resistance. The study on Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C composites gains greater importance 

since the melting points of aluminium (670
o
C), alumina (2050

o
C) and boron carbide (2150

o
C) are 

significantly different and pose challenge for fabrication of Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C composites. 

In this study, the fabrication and the estimation of the mechanical properties of Al/Al2O3 and 

Al/B4C composite samples prepared through powder metallurgy technique are extended beyond 

10% Al2O3 i.e., up to 50% Al2O3 and 35% B4C respectively using different micromechanics 

models and are compared with the experimental results. Young’s modulus of the composite 

samples is measured using impulse excitation technique and compared for both bound based 

techniques and single value based prediction techniques. Stress to strain transfer factors for both 

materials are evaluated which are required to predict properties using Modified rule of Mixture. 

Hardness and Charpy impact energy of the composite samples are also measured and compared 

with the micromechanics predictions using rule of mixture, reciprocal rule of mixture, modified 

rule of mixture, Ravichandran’s lower/upper bounds and Hopkin Chamis Method by replacing 

Young’s modulus with hardness or Charpy impact energy. The Equivalent Charpy Energy (CEQ) 

and Equivalent Hardness (HEQ) are calculated as 

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 2 2

V E M V E M
M

V E V E





 (1) 

Where M is Charpy Impact Energy or Hardness, E1 and E2 are elastic modulus of phase 1 and 

2, V1 and V2 are volume fractions of phase 1 and 2. 

 

 
2. Experimental procedure 
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 Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C FGMs and Non-FGMs samples are fabricated using powder metallurgy 
technique. Commercial 1000 series-aluminium powder (grade 1160) of 99.60% purity and having 
15-30 micron particle size and alumina of 99.9% purity powder were mixed for 6 hours in 
Vibration ball mill with steel balls of 8 mm diameter at 60 rpm including 2% paraffin (to improve 
bondage) in weight ratios varying from 0 to 50% of Al2O3 with increment of 5%. Similarly, 
Al/B4C grade 400 SG powder mixtures are prepared in weight ratios varying from 0 to 35% of 
B4C. The weight fraction of B4C is limited to 35% since the sintering temperature used (600

o
C, 

bound by the melting temperature of Aluminum) is not sufficient to bond Al/B4C particles strongly 
beyond 35% weight of B4C leading to the decrease in the stiffness and strength properties. The 
mixed powder composition is used to form non-graded or layered graded compositions in square 
steel die having inner and outer dimensions of 113 mm×113 mm and 151 mm×151 mm, 
respectively, and 70 mm height. The powder compacts were pressed up to 50 MPa at room 
temperature. Initial values of sintering time, pressure and temperature are selected from literature 
and optimised subsequently. The specimens (100% Al) compacted at various combinations of 
temperature (500

o
C to 650

o
C), pressure (200 bar to 400 bar) and duration (0.5 to 2 hours) were 

tested for density and Young’s modulus. The sintering temperature of 600
o
C and pressure of 300 

bar for 1.5 hours duration resulted in dense samples with Young’s modulus equal to 72 GPa. These 
parameters are used for sintering of other Non-FGM and FGM samples. Eleven different non-
FGMs and one FGM for each composition of powders were fabricated in the form of cuboids with 
70 mm length, 10 mm height and 5 mm width. The density of Non-FGM and FGM samples is 
estimated based on measurement of weight/volume and using Archimedes principle. The elastic 
properties of prepared Non-FGM samples are measured using impulse excitation technique and 
DEPA data processing software (version-9) from M/s Jagdish Electronics, Bangalore (India). The 
schematic of the measurement system is shown in Fig. 1. Resonant frequencies were obtained 
corresponding to flexural and torsional modes, from which Young’s and shear moduli, 
respectively can be obtained. Samples were tested as beams (70 mm×10 mm×5 mm) for Young’s 
modulus and as plates (70 mm×30 mm×5 mm) for modulus of rigidity as per ASTM- C- 1259-08 
standard. The instrument is firstly calibrated with calibration block with known Young’s modulus 
provided with the instrument. Three specimens of each Non-FGM are tested and mean and range 
of property values are reported. The measurements were repeated for each specimen until five 
consecutive readings of frequency within 1% of variation are obtained. 

 
2.1 Specimen characterization 

 
The samples prepared are used for characterisation tests as follows: 
(i) Density measurement and microstructure study, 
(ii) Determination of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, 
(iii) Rockwell and Micro-hardness, 
(iv) Charpy Impact Energy. 
 

2.1.1 Density and porosity  
The density of Non-FGM and FGM samples is estimated based on measurement of 

weight/volume and using Archimedes principle. The theoretical density can be computed for 
different compositions as  

1 2

1 2

1

t

W W

  
   (2) 

Where, W1, ρ1 and W2, ρ2 are weight fraction and density of phase 1 and 2 respectively and ρt is  
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Fig. 1 Setup for measurement of elastic properties 

 

 

the density of composite. 

 

2.1.2 Microstructural analysis 
Optical microscopy on the polished surfaces is used to characterise the aluminium/alumina and 

to quantify the porosity. Images were obtained using a Nikon 200 microscope and digital camera. 

The surface to be investigated for each sample is cloth polished with 1- µm diamond paste 

preceded by standard metallographic preparations. The Non-FGM samples were itched with 

etchant consisting of Nitric and Hydrochloric acids. 

 

2.1.3 Microhardness  
SHIMAZU make microhardness tester with digital display is used to measure microhardness of 

each layer of Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C at approximately 0.5 mm distance from 100% Aluminium. The 

samples are firstly polished with the help of different grade papers with the final polishing 

direction along axial direction. An indentation load of 0.50 kg for 15 seconds was applied on the 

FGM samples. The microhardness in the FGM specimens is measured at the centres of the 

individual layers as well as at the interface. Three measurements are taken at different locations 

along length of the samples one each at the ends and one at the middle. It is observed that the 

applied load during the testing did not produce any sign of cracking. 

 

2.1.4 Charpy impact energy  
The Charpy impact energy of Al/Al2O3 samples is measured with the help of Impact testing 

machine. The Non-FGM samples of size 55 mm×10 mm×10 mm and different compositions are 

prepared and tested as per ASTM-E-23 and ASTM-B-925. It is ensured that the striking direction 

is 90 degrees to the original compact direction for un-notched samples. For notched samples, there  
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(a) 100Al at 100x 

 
(b) 100Al at 1000x 

 
(c) 90Al-10Al2O3 at 100x 

 
(d) 90Al-10Al2O3 at 1000x 

 
(e) 80Al-20Al2O3 at 100x 

 
(f) 80Al-20Al2O3 at 1000x 

 
(g) 70Al-30Al2O3 at 100x 

 
(h) 70Al-30Al2O3 at 1000x 

 
(i) 60Al-40Al2O3 at 100x 

 
(j) 60Al-40Al2O3 at 1000x 

 
(k) 50Al-50Al2O3 at 100x 

 
(l) 50Al-50Al2O3 at 1000x 

 

Fig. 2 Microstructure of Non-FGM samples 

 

 

is no such requirement as per ASTM-E-23. The size of the notched and un-notched samples is 

taken as per ASTM-E-23 and ASTM-B 925. 

  
 
3. Results and discussion 
 

3.1 Physical properties-microstructure, density and porosity 
  

Total eleven different compositions of Non-FGMs from 100% Al to 50% Al by weight in steps 

of 5% reduction of Al with proportionate increase of ceramic and three FGM samples having 

eleven layers with top layer of 100% Al and bottom layer 50% Al and 50% Al2O3 are prepared. 

The microstructure study is carried out to investigate the distribution of metal/ceramic phases and 

voids in both FGM and Non-FGM samples. The microstructure for different compositions of 

Al/Al2O3 Non-FGM samples is shown in Fig. 2 for 100 and 1000 magnifications. These 

microstructures clearly show the spherical shape of the particles after sintering and uniform 

distribution of the Al2O3 in Al Matrix with minimal clustering/agglomeration for Al2O3 less than 

30%. It can also be observed from the figure that there are evenly distributed voids in 90/10 

Al/Al2O3 Non-FGM sample whereas in 80/20 Al/Al2O3, voids are concentrated along an oblique 

line (Fig. 2(c)). The Al2O3 particles are separated in the 90/10 Al/Al2O3 and 80/20 Al/Al2O3 Non-

FGM samples. Further, 70/30 Al/Al2O3 depicts relatively less void volume fraction. The  
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Table 1 Density in g/cm
3
 of Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C with ceramic weight fraction 

Ceramic weight fraction 
Al/Al2O3 Al/B4C 

Theoretical (ρt) Experimental (ρs) Theoretical (ρt) Experimental (ρs) 

0 2.73 2.73 2.73 2.73 

0.05 2.77 2.77 2.72 2.71 

0.10 2.82 2.80 2.71 2.69 

0.15 2.86 2.83 2.69 2.67 

0.20 2.91 2.88 2.68 2.66 

0.25 2.96 2.93 2.67 2.63 

0.30 3.01 2.97 2.66 2.62 

0.35 3.06 3.01 2.65 2.60 

0.40 3.11 3.05 - - 

0.45 3.17 3.11 - - 

0.50 3.23 3.18 - - 

 

 

microstructure of 60/40 Al/Al2O3 (Fig. 2(i) and (j)) shows significant void content. The Al2O3 

particles are continuous phases (interpenetrating network) within the 70/30, 60/40, and 50/50 

Al/Al2O3 Non-FGM samples depicting weak bonding between them as was also observed by 

Ezatpour et al. (2013). The same is confirmed by measuring the electrical resistivity of the 

composites as only one phase is good electrical conductor in Al/Al2O3 system. Thus, the 

microstructure of the Non-FGM samples with Al2O3 weight fraction in the range 30-50 depicts 

three-dimensional interpenetrating structure increasing with the increase in Al2O3 weight fraction. 

The variations of theoretical and measured densities with weight fraction of Al2O3 and B4C are 

given in Table 1. The density of 100% Al samples is measured to be 2.73 g/cm
3 
using Archimedes 

principle and weight/volume measurements. The density of Al2O3, calculated from density of 95/5 

Al/Al2O3 sample using Eq. (2), is found to be 3.944 g/cm
3
 which is close to 3.95 g/cm

3 
reported by 

Ezatpour et al 2013. Similarly, the density of B4C, calculated from density of 95/5 Al/B4C sample 

using Eq. (2), is found to be 2.508 g/cm
3
 which is close to 2.51 g/cm

3 
reported by Cannillo et al. 

(2006).
 
 

The density of the Non-FGM samples increases with the weight fraction of Al2O3 and 

decreases with the weight fraction of B4C. The porosity (  
  

  
 ) calculated from data of Table 2 

increases with the addition of Al2O3/B4C due the processing temperature being on the lower side to 

form bond between Al2O3/B4C during sintering, low wettability, agglomeration and pore 

nucleation at the Al/Al2O3, Al /B4C interfaces. However, the maximum porosity is less than 2% 

indicating the good quality of samples. 

 

3.2 Elastic properties of Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C Non-FGMs 
 

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C Non-FGM samples are 

determined using impulse excitation technique (IET). Young’s modulus values evaluated by 

striking the sample in two mutually perpendicular directions (one along width and the other along 

thickness) are found to be nearly same depicting the cross-sectional homogeneity of Non-FGM 

samples. The comparison of experimentally measured Young’s modulus with micro-mechanics  
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Fig. 3 Comparison of experimentally determined Young’s modulus with micromechanics bounds for 

different ceramic weight fractions: (a) Al/Al2O3 (b) Al/B4C Non-FGM samples 

 

 

bounds is given in Fig. 3 and single value predictions are reported in Table 2 for Non-FGM 

samples. In Fig. 3, the micromechanics predictions closest to experimental results only are plotted. 

For MROM, the average values of stress to strain transfer factor (q) for Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C 

are calculated using the approach given in Joseph 1995, Budiansky 1965 and Mori and Tanaka 

1973 from the experimental values of Young’s modulus corresponding to 5, 10 and 15% of Al2O3 

in Al/Al2O3 samples (Table 3), taking Young’s Modulus of Al2O3 and B4C as 356 GPa (Cannillo et 

al. 2006) and 400 GPa, (Domnich et al. 2011) respectively. For a variation of Al2O3\B4C content 

from 5 to 15%, the change in q is less than 2% even though the effective modulus changes by 

18%. Thus, the value of q is less sensitive to the volume fractions of the constituents and the 

average value of q for the Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C systems is calculated as 104.5 GPa and 158.43 

GPa. 

It can be inferred from Fig. 3 and Table 2 that Young’s modulus increases from 72 GPa to 

119.1 GPa with increase in Alumina from 0 to 40% in Al/Al2O3 samples and from 72 to 123.2 GPa 

with the increase in Boron carbide from 0 to 35% in Al/B4C samples. The decrease in the 

experimental Young’s modulus beyond 40% weight fraction of Al2O3 may be attributed to the fact 

that the sintering temperature used (600
o
C) is not sufficient to bond Al/Al2O3 particles strongly 

beyond 40% weight fraction of Al2O3. It can also be inferred that the increase in Young’s modulus 

is quite significant compared to the increase in density for Al/Al2O3. Both the composites have 

high specific stiffness even better for Al/B4C as density decreases with the weight fraction of B4C 

and stiffness increases considerably. For Al/Al2O3 composite samples up to 0.40 weight fraction of 

ceramic, the experimental values of Young’s modulus are found to lie closely between 

Ravichandran’s/Hashin-Shtrikman lower and Ravichandran’s upper bound. Further, the 

experimental values are close to RLB up to 0.20 weight fraction of Al2O3 and up to 0.35 weight 

fraction of B4C. The closer prediction of Ravichandran’s bound is attributed to its microstructure 

dependent unit cell comprising of continuous matrix (Al) and reinforcement particles (Al2O3 or 

B4C) with distinct properties (EAl2O3/EAl=4.94, EB4C /EAl=5.55). Single value prediction of self-

consistent/Miller-Lannutti methods throughout Al2O3 weight fraction considered and modified rule 

of mixture/fuzzy logic method up to 0.25 Al2O3 weight fractions are found closer to experimental  
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Table 2 Comparison of experimentally measured Poisson’s ratio and micromechanics predictions 

(a) Al/Al2O3  

Wt fraction (Al2O3) 0.000 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0.300 0.350 0.400 0.450 0.500 

Experimental 0.250 0.251 0.252 0.254 0.255 0.257 0.259 0.261 0.263 0.266 0.268 

M
ic

ro
m

ec
h

an
ic

s 
m

o
d

el
 

ROM
a
 0.250 0.252 0.254 0.255 0.257 0.259 0.261 0.264 0.266 0.268 0.270 

RLB
b
 0.250 0.250 0.251 0.252 0.253 0.253 0.255 0.256 0.257 0.258 0.260 

RUB
b
 0.250 0.251 0.253 0.254 0.255 0.256 0.257 0.259 0.260 0.261 0.263 

ZLB
c
 0.250 0.243 0.237 0.231 0.226 0.221 0.218 0.215 0.212 0.211 0.211 

ZUB
c
 0.250 0.259 0.268 0.277 0.285 0.293 0.300 0.307 0.314 0.320 0.326 

MRUB
d
 0.250 0.250 0.251 0.251 0.252 0.253 0.254 0.255 0.256 0.257 0.258 

MRLB
d
 0.250 0.230 0.221 0.214 0.209 0.205 0.202 0.199 0.197 0.196 0.196 

(b) Al/B4C         

Wt fraction (B4C) 0.000 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0.300 0.350 

Experimental 0.250 0.2472 0.243 0.240 0.239 0.236 0.234 0.225 

M
ic

ro
m

ec
h

an
ic

s 
m

o
d

el
 

ROM
a
 0.250 0.249 0.248 0.247 0.246 0.245 0.244 0.242 

RLB
b
 0.250 0.248 0.247 0.245 0.244 0.242 0.241 0.239 

RUB
b
 0.250 0.233 0.218 0.206 0.195 0.186 0.178 0.172 

ZLB
c
 0.250 0.254 0.257 0.259 0.261 0.262 0.262 0.261 

ZUB
c
 0.250 0.247 0.245 0.242 0.239 0.237 0.234 0.232 

MRUB
d
 0.250 0.249 0.249 0.248 0.247 0.246 0.245 0.243 

MRLB
d
 0.250 0.224 0.210 0.200 0.191 0.184 0.179 0.174 

a
Voigt (1989); 

b
Hsieh et al. (2004), Hsieh and Tuan (2005, 2006), Ravichandran et al. (1994); 

c
Zimmerman 

(1992); 
d
Hsieh and Tuan (2005, 2006) 

 
Table 4 Experimentally measured percentage elongation for different Al2O3 weight fractions in Al/Al2O3 

non-FGM samples 

Weight Fraction of Al2O3 0.00 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.40 0.50 

% Elongation 31.73 22.22 13.15 7.66 4.99 1.40 

% Reduction in Ductility - 29.97 58.56 75.86 84.27 95.59 

 

 

Young’s modulus. HCM predicts the lowest and MLM the highest values of Young’s modulus for 

Al/Al2O3 composite. The measured and predicted values of Young’s modulus are closer to 

Modified rule of mixture, Self consistent method and Fuzzy logic method based single value 

predictions for 0.20 weight fraction of B4C and FLM from 0.25-0.35 weight fraction of B4C. 

The accuracy of MROM is attributed to the use of stress to strain transfer factor parameter 

determined from the experimental value of Young’s modulus. In SCM, it is assumed that the 

spherical inclusion (reinforcement) is embedded in concentric spherical annulus of the matrix 

which in turn is embedded in an infinite medium possessing the unknown effective properties 

simulating the microstructure observed in the present study. In both Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C 

composites, the upper and lower bound predictions through ROM and RROM not reported in Fig. 

3, respectively, are farthest compared to experimental values. The significant differences between 

some of the micromechanics model predictions and experimental results may be attributed to 
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Fig. 3 Variation of Charpy Impact Energy of Al/Al2O3 Non- FGM samples with weight fraction of Al2O3 

 

 

model assumptions such as perfect bonding and/or spherical particles shape not met in the 

prepared composite samples.  

The comparison of experimentally measured Poisson’s ratio with micro-mechanics bounds is 

given in Table 3 for Non-FGM samples. The experimentally measured Poisson’s ratio is found to 

lie closely between ROM, RLM, RUB, MRUB for Al/Al2O3 system and close to ROM, RLB, 

ZUB, MRUB for Al/B4C. For both Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C composites, predicted values of Poisson’s 

ratio using ZUB/ZLB and MRLB are the found to be farthest as compared to the mean 

experimental results. It can also be seen from Table 3 that the Poisson’s ratio increases with the 

weight fraction of Al2O3 and decreases with the weight fraction of B4C. 

Addition of ceramics e.g., Al2O3 decreases the ductility of Al as given in Table 4. The table 

shows the variation of percentage elongation of Al/Al2O3 samples (ASTM-E8) with increase in the 

weight fraction of Al2O3. The decrease in the ductility may be attributed to the introduction of hard 

phase (Al2O3) leading to the hindrance in the dislocation movement. 
 

3.3 Charpy impact energy of Al/Al2O3 non-FGMs 
 

Charpy impact energy of Al/Al2O3 Non-FGM notched and un-notched samples are determined 

using Impact tester as per ASTM-E23 and ASTM-B 925. The experimentally measured values are 

compared with micro-mechanics predictions through reciprocal rule of mixture, Equivalent Charpy 

energy, Hopkin-Chamis Method (HCM) and Ravichandran’s lower bound as shown in Fig. 4. It 

can be observed from Fig. 4 that the Charpy energy decreases from 89 J to 3.25 J and 60.16 J to 

0.50 J from 0 to 50% weight fraction of Al2O3 in Al/Al2O3 samples for un-notched and notched 

samples, respectively. For micromechanics predictions, the Charpy impact energy value of 

notched and un-notched Al samples is taken as 89 J and 60.16 J, respectively, and for Al2O3, 
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Fig. 4 Variation of Rockwell Hardness of Al/Al2O3 Non-FGM samples with weight fraction of Al2O3 

 

 

Charpy value of 1 J is taken for both notched and un-notched samples. The Charpy energy is quite 

low for Al2O3 weight fraction of 0.30, 0.4 and 0.5 compared to that for 0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 weight 

fractions. The experimental values of Charpy energy are within the wider ROM and RROM 

micromechanics bounds for Al/Al2O3 Non-FGM samples up to 0.50 weight fraction of ceramic. 

The experimental values of Charpy energy of samples without notch are found to lie closely 

between HCM, equivalent Charpy (CEQ) and RLB up to 20%, and close to RROM for greater 

than 20% weight fraction (Al2O3) with the experimental values being greater than the RROM 

predictions. Insufficient sintering temperature for alumina is the main reason for low Charpy 

energy for the higher weight fraction of Al2O3 as the bonding does not take place properly. 

Ezatpour et al. (2013). For notched specimen, the experimental Charpy energy is close to RROM 

prediction for all Al2O3 weight fraction samples tested with the former greater than the latter up to 

0.3 weight fraction of Al2O3. As compared to the experimental values, the predicted values of 

Charpy energy equivalent are the farthest on the upper side for both with and without notch cases.  
 

3.4 Hardness of Al/Al2O3 non-FGMs 
 

Rockwell hardness of Al/Al2O3 Non-FGM samples is determined using Rockwell hardness 

testing machine (Model-TRS, Make-M/s Fine Testing Machines, Pune, India). The comparison of 

measured Rockwell Hardness (RB) and that predicted using micromechanics models (rule of 

mixture, Modified rule of mixture (MROM) also called TTO model, Equivalent Hardness) with 

weight fractions of Al2O3 is shown in Fig. 5. The hardness of 100% Al sample is measured to be 

52.66
 
RB using Rockwell test machine with 10 kg as minor load and 100 kg as major load. The 

hardness of Al2O3, calculated from hardness of 90/10 Al/Al2O3 sample using rule of mixture 

(ROM), is found to be 146.22 RB. It is observed that Rockwell hardness increases from 52.66 RB 

to 109 RB for increase in Al2O3 weight fraction from 0 to 50%. The experimental values of 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental Microhardness with micromechanics bounds along the gradation 

direction: (a) Al/Al2O3 (b) Al/B4C FGM samples 

 

 
hardness are within the ROM and HEQ bounds and are close to MROM (TTO) model which is 

greater than the ROM prediction. It is also observed that Non FGM samples show maximum and 

minimum variation in hardness corresponding to 0.4 and 0.3 weight fraction of Al2O3. 

 

3.5 Micro-hardness of Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C FGMs  
 

Microhardness tester is used to measure microhardness of each layer of Al/Al2O3 FGM starting 

at approximately 0.5 mm distance from 100% Aluminum surface. There are five layers in Al/B4C 

sample and 11 layers in Al/Al2O3 with weight fraction of ceramic increasing from 0 in the step of 

5%. The microhardness in the FGM specimens is measured at the centers of the individual layers 

as well as at the interface. The comparison of measured microhardness and that predicted using 

micromechanics models (rule of mixture, Modified rule of mixture (MROM), and Hopkin-Chamis 

Method (HCM)) are shown in Fig. 6. The Hardness of 100% Al side of the sample is measured to 

be 35.725 for Al/Al2O3 and 34.35 for Al/B4C FGM. The hardness of Al2O3 and B4C calculated 

from hardness of 95/05 portion of the Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C FGM sample using rule of mixture 

(ROM), are found to be 115.15 and 135.825, respectively. The hardness of the FGM samples 

increases with the weight fraction of Al2O3 and B4C as depicted in Fig. 6. It is observed that 

microhardness increases from 35.72 to 79 from 0 to 50% weight fraction of Al2O3 in Al/Al2O3 

FGM sample whereas for Al/B4C FGM, microhardness increases from 34.33 to 70.4 for 0 to 20% 

weight fraction of B4C. The experimental values of hardness are found to be greater than ROM 

and closer to MROM (TTO) micromechanics bounds. RROM and equivalent hardness are the 

farthest from the experimental values. Three measurements taken at center give (X2-X2) higher 

values of the hardness compared to the one 10 mm away from the ends (X1-X1, X3-X3) due to 

slight variation in the heat input at the ends compared to center. It is also observed that the applied 

load during the testing did not produce any sign of cracking.  
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4. Conclusions 

 
In the paper, the mechanical properties (Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, Charpy impact 

energy and hardness) of Al/Al2O3 and Al/B4C composites prepared using powder metallurgy are 

experimentally measured up to 50% Al2O3 and 35% B4C and compared with the predictions of 

different micromechanics models. Some of the conclusions drawn from the study are:  

• The combination of 600
o
C temperature, 30 MPa pressure and 1.5 hours duration of sintering 

leads to samples with 1.93% porosity.  

• Young’s modulus of Al/Al2O3 composite increases from 72 GPa to 119.1 GPa with the 

increase in Alumina from 0 to 40 % and that of Al/B4C composite from 72 to 123.2 GPa with the 

increase in Boron carbide from 0 to 35% with both the composites depicting increase in specific 

stiffness with the ceramic content.  

• The experimental Young’s modulus of samples up to 0.40 weight fraction of ceramic are 

found to lie closely between Ravichandran’s/Hashin-Shtrikman lower and Ravichandran’s upper 

bounds, and close to self-consistent/Miller-Lannutti methods based single value predictions for 

Al/Al2O3 and modified rule of mixture, fuzzy logic and self consistent methods predictions for 

Al/B4C.  

• Experimental Poisson’s ratio is found to lie closely between ROM, RLB, RUB, MRUB for 

Al/Al2O3 system and close to ROM, RLB, ZUB, MRUB for Al/B4C.  

• Experimental Charpy energy of samples without notch is found to lie closely between HCM, 

equivalent Charpy (CEQ) and RLB up to 20 %, and close to RROM for Al/Al2O3 weight fraction 

greater than 20%.  

• Rockwell hardness (RB) of Al/Al2O3 increases from 52.66 to 109 for 0 to 50% weight fraction 

of Al2O3 and is found to be close to MROM (TTO) model. Micro-hardness of Al/Al2O3 is found to 

be closer to MROM (TTO) micromechanics. 
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CEQ Charpy Energy Equivalent 

CPA Coherent Potential Approximation 

FGM Functionally Graded Material 

FLM Fuzzy Logic Method 

HCM Hopkin-Chamis Method 

HEQ Hardness Equivalent 

HSLB/HSUB Hashin-Shtrikman Lower/Upper Bounds 

HTM Halpin-Tsai Method 

MLM Miller and Lannutti Method 

KM Kerner Method 

MRLB/MRUB Modified Ravichandran Lower/Upper Bounds 

MROM Modified Rule of Mixture 

MTM Mori-Tanaka Method 

RLB/RUB Ravichandran Lower/Upper Bounds 

ROM/ RROM Rule of Mixture/Reciprocal Rule of Mixture 

SCM Self-consistent Method 

TTO Tomura, Tomoto and Ozara Model 

WTM Wakashima and Tsukamoto Method 

ZLB/ ZUB Zimmerman Lower/Upper Bounds 
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